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Since dancing to music is a universal culture of 

human beings, it is reasonable to assume that 
humans have the basic ability to synchronize their 
movement with auditory rhythm. The degree of 
synchronization is affected by various factors such 
as the loudness of music and the metrical structure 
of rhythm [1,2]. The present study investigated the 
effect of metrical structure on the performance of 
auditory-motor coordination of dance-like rhythmic 
movement. Since previous study showed that 
off-beat finger tapping was more stable in structured 
sound sequence condition than in non-structured 
sound sequence condition [3], we hypothesized that 
metrical structure would stabilize auditory-motor 
coordination of dance-like rhythmic movement. 

Metrical structure can be provided by 
manipulating loudness, pitch, or timbre of sound 
consisting the beat. In order to investigate whether 
the effect of metrical structure differ among the 
features of sound providing metrical structure, we 
created metrical structure on metronome beats by 
manipulating the loudness of the metronome in 
experiment 1, and by manipulating the pitch of the 
metronome in experiment 2. In both experiments, 
participants synchronized their dance-like 
knee-bending movement with metronome beats in 
structural condition (repeating loud sound and soft 
sound alternatively in experiment 1, and repeating 
high pitched sound and low pitched sound 
alternatively in experiment 2) and in non-structural 
condition (repeating the same sound in both 
experiments). Their knee-bending movement was 
recorded by using a goniometer and a motion 
capture system. In the analysis, the stability of the 
synchronization and the subjective difficulty score 

were compared between structural condition and 
non-structural condition. 

In experiment 1, the result of the 
synchronization stability showed that participants 
synchronized better in structural condition, and their 
subjective difficulty score also showed that 
synchronizing with structural condition was less 
difficult. In experiment 2, the result of the 
synchronization stability showed that there was no 
significant difference between structural condition 
and non-structural condition. However, the 
subjective difficulty score showed that 
synchronizing in structural condition was less 
difficult.  

To conclude, although there was a difference in 
the synchronization performance between 
experiment 1 and experiment 2, our results suggest 
that metrical structure facilitates synchronizing 
dance-like movement with auditory rhythm. 
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